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“The Akụ dialect is as rich and complete as any language.  But our weakness, like most Igbo people, is practically our 
inability to speak one language at a time.  There is a growing tendency for some of us to mix up the dialect with the 
English language.  This causes a decay of the mother tongue, and a threat to the life of the Igbo language”. 
 

  Ugonna Ezikeanyị – Reviving and Preserving Our Art and Culture  
  OKIKPE MAGAZINE Vol.2, 1982, page 66  
 
 

When an Akụ man recognises an irrefutable argument, he is quick to affirm that truth is as erect 
as the Whiteman’s road (Ezhiokwu kwụrụ ọtọ kẹ uzo nwa ọcha; some would say “uzo agbarịgba”, 
but the latter is now disappearing from our general vocabulary).  That was indeed a pointed 
observation by Ezikeanyị.  However, the threat here is now much more than just the tendency to 
mix up the Akụ dialect with the English language; a bigger threat is now the total replacement of 
the dialect and the Igbo language as a whole with English, a phenomenon one could only 
describe as a linguistic eclipse.  This has been made possible by three major factors: 1) We have 
nearly lost all of the generations that once bore witness to the ancient Akụ cultural traditions in 
their purest forms and spoke no other language but the Akụ dialect. 2) The average ‘educated’ 
Akụ man of today (and by extention – Igbo man) continues to see the English language (many 
decades after our political disengagement with the Agbarịgba) as something of a status symbol, 
his way of letting others know that he too has been to school and mastered the Whiteman’s 
written and spoken magic.  3) The dialect (and the Igbo language in general) is no longer being 
spoken to the new generations, as a child’s ability to speak the English language from a very early 
age not only accords imaginary prestige to his/her parents but also bears testimony to the 
latter’s educational attainment. Above all, we have all got so sucked into it that the way we now 
measure a person’s intelligence is to gauge their command of the English language!  But it has 
never occured to anyone in all of this that we are all practically still illiterate in our own mother 
language. 
 

As Ugonna Ezikeanyị pointed out in the article quoted above, this bizarre phenomenon is peculiar 
to the Igbo world.  Says he:  “The Yoruba man loves his language more than any other.  The 
Hausa man speaks Hausa to his brother, the Ibibios, the Binis (sic) etc do the same, but here in 
Igbo land, we seem to have inherited the abandoned seat of the colonial master who spoke 
through an interpreter”. 
 

If anyone needs reminding, our dialect/language is the vehicle that drives our history and culture 
and tradition in all their forms and makes us who and what we are.  Simply put, we are what we 
speak.  It is our dialect that sets us apart from all our neighbours, in the same way as the Igbo 
language sets the Igbo man apart from any other groups in Nigeria or elsewhere.  But as human 
beings, we do not get to appreciate what we have until we lose it.  I am however encouraged by 
the fact that today a cross section of the youths of Akụ Diẹwa are waking up to that reality.  I 
cannot but hope therefore that some day, we would have mustered enough heritage 
consciousness and self-awareness as a people to be able to tell our own stories and keep our 
own records, not in English, but in our own dialect/language, for the benefit of the future 
generations.   
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In the spirit of revival and preservation, the purpose of this piece is to identify those building 
blocks out of which our dialect is made - the distinct sounds of our dialect - and how they can be 
accurately represented in everyday writing.  Every spoken language form is composed of a 
unique combination of sounds known as vowels and consonants. We shall not go into any 
technical details here, except to note that speech sounds may differ from one another according 
to whether there is a free flow of breath or otherwise some kind of obstruction within the vocal 
cavity during their production.  It is  these unique sounds that we intend to identify here with 
specific examples of words where each one may be found in our dialect. 
 
Going by the standard Igbo alphabet as we know it today, as well as other languages around us, 
such as Yoruba, the sounds of Akụ dialect are fairly easy to represent graphically, but for one 
minor exception. That minor exception involves a pair of prevalent weak central vowels known in 
phonetic terminologies as “schwa” (represented thus in phonetic notations: *ǝ+ and *ɘ+).  If there 
is any consolation for us here, it is that they have no dedicated representation in any formal 
standard writing system, not even in the English language (where they have learned to adapt 
them to their own spelling rules).  But we are lucky that in Akụ, the pair match very closely with 
two well known strong Igbo vowels: (ụ and u) as in the words nkụ and nku – (firewood and wing).  
However, one pervasive practice which many enthusiasts appear to have adopted as an escape 
route is the tendency to insert an [h] wherever they encounter these vowels in a word.  In the 
following few examples, I will attempt to show why this practice is inappropriate and needs to be 
discouraged: 
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  Word Phonetic transcription Glossary 

1 Àkh *akǝ+ as in Akụ Diẹwa 

2 ńkh *nkǝ+ firewood 

3 ǹkh *nkɘ+ wing 

4 ùth *utɘ+ falsehood 

5 ẹ́hhhh *ɛhǝhǝ] a species of ants (known for building dark clay nests on 
tree trunks) 

6 ẹ́hh *ɛhǝ] a fart 

7 óhh *ohɘ+ slave 

8 ọ́hh *ɒhǝ] bottom 

9 áthrh [atǝrǝ] sheep 

10 ẹ̀nhnh *ɛnǝnǝ] bird 

11 ẹ́khkh *ɛkǝkǝ] side 

12 ọ̀khkh *ɒkǝkǝ] announcement 

13 òkhkh *okɘkɘ+ flood water collected in clay pots for domestic use 

14 ákhkh [akǝkǝ]  seedlings 

15 íhh *ihɘ+ a tangy taste; lemony 

16 àhh [ahǝ] a species of melon, similar to egwushi but with a much 
thicker husk 
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Consider a modified version of the above involving not the [h] but some approximations with the 
two vowels that we already know from the standard Igbo alphabet: 
 
1. Àkụ̀  Akụ Diẹwa 

2. ńkụ́  firewood 

3. ǹkù  wing 

4. ùtú   falsehood 

5. ẹ́hụ̀   a fart 

6. ẹ́hụ́hụ́  a species of ants (known for building dark clay nests on tree trunks) 

7. óhù   slave 

8. ọ́hụ́   bottom 

9. átụ́rụ̄  sheep 

10. ẹ̀nụ̀nụ̀  bird 

11. ẹ́kụ̀kụ̀  side 

12. ọ̀kụ̀kụ̀ announcement  

13. òkúkú flood water channeled into ditches and collected in clay pots for domestic use 

14. ákụ́kụ́ seedlings (not to be confused with ẹ́kụ̀kụ̀ – side) 

15. íhú   a tangy taste; lemony (not to be confused with íhwú – face) 

16. àhụ́   a species of melon, similar to egwushi but with a much thicker husk (spelling 

  not to be confused with ẹ̀shị ́– body) 

 

The indiscriminate use of [h] in such words as above is to be discouraged as they are inaccurate 
and misleading.  For one thing, such a practice creates unwanted “consonant clusters” where 
there should be none.  As a general rule, the Igbo language as a whole has no room for consonant 
clusters except they be diagraphs (two letters joined up) that represent uniquely individual 
sounds, such as: ch, dv, gb, gw, kp, kw, ny, sh, tf, zh, etc.  As a dialect of Igbo, Akụ is not an 
exception to that rule. 
 

Another reason to discourage the use of [h] in place of the schwa is that in phonetic terms, the 
schwa is a vowel, not a consonant.  It would therefore be inaccurate to insert a consonant in its 
place.  Igbo, as we know, is a tone language; which means that tones are assigned to every 
individual syllable, i.e. every successive vowel.  Were we to adopt the attractive but absurd 
practice of inserting an [h] wherever we find a challege, then we would soon run into difficulties 
when we encounter words such as those shown in the first illustration above, with multiple 
consonant clusters that become unmanageable and unreadable in longer phrases and sentences.  
 

We have got used to writing the name of our community as Akụ (please do not forget the dot 
underneath the u) and everyone recognises it as such.  We all know what we mean when we see 
it, and every Akụ man still pronounces it the correct way, regardless of how it has been written.  
Let us not therefore confuse issues by devising a new writing system that defies every phonetic 
logic. Instead, let us strive to maintain an authentic writing system (as imperfect as it may be) 

while bearing in mind that in a minority of cases (such as those involving the schwa), it is not 
always going to be practical to represent everything as they sound, except we are involved in the 
technical business of phonetic transcription.  
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while bearing in mind that in a minority of cases (such as those involving the schwa), it is not 
always going to be practical to represent everything as they sound, except we are involved in the 
technical business of phonetic transcription.  
 

With those necessary preambles out of the way, let us now attempt to identify the building 
blocks out of which our dialect is made.  In the following table, I have of necessity applied a tone 
mark on every possible syllable for ease of identification and differentiation, as some words may 
have the same spelling as others but have different tones and therefore different meanings.  
Another point to also note is that some sounds are more commonly occuring in speech than 
others, while some are more restricted in their distribution across words and phrases. For 
instance, as weak vowels, the schwa can never begin a word; nor would a noun begin with a 
consonant (with the exception of the nasals, m and n, and the diagraphs).  So, the number of 
ready examples of words we may be able to identify here for each sound may vary from one to 
another.  The list is certainly not exhaustive, but it is as representative as we are ever going to 
get. 
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Vowels and 
Consonants 

Sample words Glossary 

a ákārā   
àkàrà   
àkárá   
àkpáká 
ákpàrátá  
ákpágárá  
àtàkpálá  
àgàdà  
àtámà  
àtábà 
áhárátá 
  

corn; maize 
bean cake 
jute bag (‘beech’) 
oil bean 
mahogany 
(of palm trees) frighteningly tall 
a species of tiny smelly bats (known to inhabit roof rafters) 
space between the legs 
priest of a deity 
tobacco 
bruises caused by the rubbing together of the inner thighs 
during long foot journeys 

b ụ̀bọ́   
ábọ́   
ábụ́bọ́  
ẹ̀bụ́bà  
ẹ̀bụ̀bàrà  
ẹ́bụ́bárá (owu) 
íbè 
íbé 
íbéríbé 
ùbé 
úbè 
m̀bé 
ḿbèkwù 
m̀bụ́bá  
m̀bụ̀bà  
m̀bùrì 
úbùbù 
m̀bọ̀rịb̀ọ̀ 

thumb piano 
a square-shaped basket 
soup condiments 
feather 
animal fat 
treated cotton wool (with all seeds and blemishes removed) 
colleagues; mates 
a piece of something 
pieces; splinters 
pear 
spear 
ladder; mouse 
tortoise 
a weaver’s wooden blade for controlling lines of thread 
period of solitary confinement for ọzọ title initiates 
 (Myth) – that which could mysteriously amputate a person 
a plant whose flexible stem is suitable for a musical bow (ùnè) 
dry oil bean pods; odds and ends 
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ch chí 
íchí 
ìchí 
échí 
ọ́chị ̀  
òchìchì  
ùchìchì 
ọ̀chịćhịŕịị́ ̄  
ńchà   
ǹchì 
ǹchị ̀   
ǹchịc̀hà  
ẹ̀chịc̀hà  
úchè  
ụ̀chịc̀há  
chíǹchì  
cháǹchálá  
ẹ̀chịćhị ́   

day; one’s guiding spirit 
tatoo 
a complaint brought against someone 
tomorrow; a metal ring that once served as money 
laughter 
back end of the bed 
night 
darkness 
soap 
grass cutter 
cheek 
hidden from view; not very obvious 
dried cocoyam chips 
sense; thoughts; thinking 
cockroach 
bed bug 
white palm kernel 
materials placed in cooking pots to prevent food from burning 

chw úchwú     
ọ́chwụ̀     
áchwụ́chwụ́   
ẹ̀chwụ́chwụ̄ 
ẹ́chwụ́chẹ́chwụ́ 
ụ̀chwụ̀ 
  

wealth; effort; personal drive 
murder/manslaughter 
a group plot against an individual 
cane/whip 
(of a female stature) – slim; slender; as slight as a whip 
(as in ịǵbā ụ̀chwụ̀ – to have breakfast); a curse – (as in ụ̀chwụ̀ gbá 
gụ̄  - May your day be cursed!) 

d àdá 
ádà   
ẹ́dá   
ńdá 
ǹdè  
ídègùdè 
ìdégùdé 
údé 
ùdé  
ẹ́dụ̀  
ụ̀dọ̀   
ódò   
òdò   
òdòdó 
ódùdò   
ìdí 
ídò   
ǹdìdì  
ǹdìgbùrì  

first daughter; any female relation 
dung beetle 
a fall 
little ant 
a gradual reduction in size or value 
earthworm 
spider 
a groan, as from a sick person or the sound of an engine 
body cream 
aerial yam 
rope 
the generic masquerade of the Igbo Odo group 
yellow camwood 
flower (generic) 
a tree shade; any man-made structure that blocks direct sun rays 
an ọzọ titled man 
tailor ant 
patience; endurance 
(med)- numbness 
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dv Ǹdvùté 
Ódvùrúìgbò 
àdvụ̀là 
ńdvụ̀ 
ńdvú     
ìdvù   
ídvù   
ídvè     
ǹdvùrùgbè  
ǹdvùdvù    
ùdvùdvù  
ụ́dvá   
òdvú 
ódvú     
ódvúgódvú  
údvù  
ìdvúmé  
ọ́dvụ̀     
ọ́dvụ̀dvụ̀ 
ụ̀gọ̀dvụ̀  
òdvúdvúrúū 
ọ̀dvụ́dvụ́rụ́ụ̄ 
  
 

A name; One who provides a much needed relief to another 
(Òdédvùrúìgbò) - A name; One whose fame goes far and wide 
naive, inexperienced and clumsy, especially in handling tools 
life 
chalk 
meeting 
week 
ankle rattles (dance regalia) 
(of hair) bushy; unkempt 
tsetse fly 
music pot 
cash crops 
giant rat 
corpse 
(derogatory) – a nonentity; suggestive of a dead man walking 
a plume of dust; (derogatory) - a fool 
a ditch dug and set up to catch a large game 
tail 
tail end 
loin cloth, passed between the thighs to form a pair of shorts 
excessive vegetation that creates a chill around the house 
a hairy stinging caterpillar known to trigger a swelling of the lymph- 
nodes 

e èbérè  
èbélé 
òbèlè  
ébélébé  
bélébélé  
téténtēkwùrùté 
èkwèrèkè 
èléléèlélē  
 

mercy; pity 
an exclamation of depressive sadness 
a gourd 
catastrophe; calamity 
standing about aimlessly; loitering 
a species of house cricket bug (usually noisy in the dark) 
a type of Odo masquerade (associated with youth racing) 
an expression of extreme joy or grief (one in jubilation; the other in a 
wild lamentation, such as during a bereavement) 

ẹ ẹ̀kwẹ̀rẹ́  
ẹ́mẹ́rẹ́mẹ́  
ẹ́wẹ́rẹ́  
ẹ́wẹ́rẹ́rẹ́ 
bẹ̀ẹ́bẹ̀ẹ́ 
tẹ́rẹ́rẹ́ẹ́  
tẹ̀kẹ̀tẹ̀kẹ̀ 
ẹ̀rụ̀bẹ́ẹ̀rụ̀ 
ọ̀kẹ̀rẹ́kẹ̀ 
gẹ̀dẹ̀gẹ̀dẹ̀ 
ẹ́yẹ́tẹ́rẹ́  
ẹ̀gẹ́dẹ́ 
  

a kind of bird with an unusually small cranium – Íshí kẹ̀ nwá ẹ̀kwẹ̀rẹ́) 
pretty 
a fishing chemical, now commonly known as ‘faị-faị’. 
narrow 
a nonentity 
(depicting a road/plant) – long/tall, slender and very straight 
(of foofoo) - too soft and sticky 
rubella; measles 
(pet reference for a female toddler) -  lively; smart for her age 
exactly; on the exact spot 
one given to rambling and childish talks 
a child who refuses to accept defeat even when the fight is clearly not 
going in his favour 
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ǝ/ɘ (schwa) 
  
Symbols 
reserved for 
phonetic 
notations 
only. 
  
The nearest 
equivalents 
in normal 
writing are 
ụ/u 

ńkụ́  
ǹkù  
ẹ́gbụ́ 
égbú 
m̀gbụ̀rụ̀  
ẹ́kụ̀kụ̀ 
ǹkụ̀rụ́ǹkụ̀ 
ìkùkù 
òkúkú 
ẹ̀vụ́dụ̀   
ọ̀kụ̀kụ̀ 
ẹ́kpụ́rụ̄ 
kpụ́tụ́kụ́ụ́ 
gụ̀dụ́gụ̀dụ́ 

firewood 
wing 
bondage 
a type of soft-wooded tree  
walking stick 
side 
(as with dried fish) – round-shaped 
wind 
(archaic) - flood water channeled to a ditch for domestic use 
cricket 
announcement 
seed 
exactly 
a semi-solid state 
 

f áfụ̀   
ụ̀fụ̀   
éfúfú  
éféré  
áfụ̀fụ̀   
ḿfụ́ríké  
m̀fụ́tụ́ 
  

half a penny (in colonial currency) 
emergency exit holes for rodents 
origins 
plate for dishing out food 
(Akụ mythology)  the ability to transform into other beings 
a leaking hole 
the calf of the leg 

g àgà  
ágà  
ùgò 
égó  
ígú 
ígù  
ógè   
ọ̀gụ̀  
ńgọ̀ 
ọ́gọ̀ 
ẹ̀gọ̀   
ẹ̀gụ̀gọ̀  
ẹ́gụ́ụ̄ 
ìgùgè   
ǹgúgè  
ńgụ̄gā  
ẹ́gọ̀rịg̀ọ̀  
ńgódóńgó 
ǹgèlè 
ògélè 
ịg̀àrà 

net 
corner 
eagle 
money 
grinding stone 
palm leaf 
time 
fight (n) 
crooked; a bend 
an in-law 
generic in-laws 
vehement denial 
hunger 
(of crops) - flowers 
loss of balance 
a basket with a lid 
a masquerade festival characterised by competitive wrestling 
a farming area, usually located at the outskirts of town 
a stream 
(music) metal gong 
a high-spirited oral praise performance (either as a tribute to 
the dead, or as evidence of contentment, at feasts/ordinary 
times) 
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gb àgbà 
àgbàákwá 
ọ̀gbà  
ọ́gbà   
ẹ̀gbà  
ìgbù 
ígbú  
àgbụ̀gbà  
m̀gbụ́gbá  
ògbò   
ògbòdvù 
  
m̀gbẹ̀   
m̀gbàdà 
ḿgbálá  
ḿgbárịǵbá 
Ágbàrịg̀bà  
m̀gbụ̀m̀gbụ̀ 
ḿgbúrúdú  
m̀gbụ́rị ̀  
gbúrúgbúdú 
gbúrúgbúrú 
gbùrùgbúrù 
ígbùdù  
ọ́gbụ̀rụ̀gbụ̀ 
 

jaw 
(archaic) – early hours of the morning - (ókéẹ̀wà) 
age mate; age group 
cave 
appointment 
a throbbing (of the eye lid, or other bodily inflamation) 
a severe, ferocious beating 
a dish made out of a gourd 
funnel 
name-sake; a person named after someone or vice versa 
(also ọ̀gbálèdvù/ọ̀gbánèdvù) a man yet to be initiated into the Odo 
masquerade cult – (literally: one who runs in the bush) 
time; when 
deer 
rain water channeled from roof tops or tree trunks 
bell 
Whiteman 
pidgeon peas 
noisy hustle and bustle 
tadpole; mosquito lavae 
blanket 
a three-wheeled rolling device for teaching a child to walk 
all round 
a platform loaded with rocks as a trap for large rodents 
any number of wild growing twines used as ropes, especially in the 
construction of the base of thatched roofs 

gw ọ́gwụ̀   
ụ́gwọ́ 
égwù   
égwú   
ígwú   
ógwú 
ógwè   
ǹgwụ́   
ǹgwú   
ǹgwọ́   
ọ̀gwụ́má  
ńgwùgwù  
ìgwúgwù  
ògwùgwù  
égwùgwù 
ǹgwùríógwú 
ẹ̀gwụ̀gwà  
ịb̀àràgwúgwù
  

medicine 
debt; indebtedness 
fear; fright 
song; dance 
lice 
thorn; spike 
bridge; relaxation platforms at village arenas 
laziness 
digger 
someone who incites a conflict; a creature that eats up clothes 
armadillo 
parcel 
sandy soil 
pit; hole; ditch 
rainbow 
poultry mites 
colourful spots (as found on guinea fowls and zebra mice) 
dizzy spell 
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h ẹ́hà 
ẹ́há 
íhé 
ìhè 
íhérē 
ńhá   
ǹhá 
ìhùhè (úhèrè)  
ọ̀hà 
ụ̀hà   
ụ̀háḿ   
ùhé  
ǹhé (also ẹ́lọ́)  
óhè 
òhèkè   
áhà 
 

name 
divination 
something 
wide space; natural light 
shame; embarassment 
a fine imposed for a wrong doing 
comb 
light breeze 
general public; gathering of family heads; any group in a meeting 
treasure; an unexpected fortune; (fig:) – the birth of a new baby 
masquerade grove 
flight 
after-birth; placenta 
contagion 
an ordinary citizen, as opposed to an ìdí – (ọ́zọ́ title holder) 
year; a metal device used by local doctors for perforating boils or 
similar growths, sterilised by placing on open fire until it turns red 

hw áhwụ́hwụ́  
ụ̀hwụ́hwụ̀  
ọ̀hwụ́hwụ̀  
ụ́hwụ́   
áhwụ̀ 
àhwú 
ụ̀hwụ́   
ǹhwụ̀hwụ̀  
ńhwụ́hwụ̀  
ńhwù  
èhwù   
íhwè  
íhwùrùbè 
ìhwúhwúrúm  
ọ́hwụ̀gụ̀rị ̀
ọ́hwụ̀ 
ọ́hwụ̀ 
 

suffering 
froth 
that 
peppery pain 
envy (as with rival siblings and house wives) 
a depressive disorder characterised by starring into space 
a distant uproar carried by wind 
breeze; draught 
shivering (due to cold or in awe of someone) 
imbecility (ónyé ohwù – an imbecile; a fool) 
fog 
fable; fairytale 
(of grains) - chaff 
a honey-producing insect much smaller than a bee 
the non-productive flower of an oil palm 
supernatural vision 
nest (ọ́hwụ̄ ẹ̀nụ̀nụ̀/èvù/ídò/ẹ́hụ́hụ́ – bird nest; wasp nest; tailor 
ant nest; tree ant nest, etc) 

i ímí   
íshí   
ílì   
ìdí 
ìrí   
ìgùrì   
íyí 
íyì 
íbì 
íchí 
ìchí 

nose 
head 
grave 
an ọzọ titled man 
ten 
madness 
water source: river, spring, stream, etc; water goddess; oath 
wastage; a waste; a loss 
scrotal swelling 
tatoo 
a complaint brought before a potential arbiter against someone 
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ị ịd̀à   
ịk̀pà   
ịk̀pá   
ịs̀àrà   
áshịr̀ị ̀  
àtịt̀ị ̀   
ẹ́mịm̀ị ̀
ńtị ̀   
ẹ̀tịr̀ị ̀
ǹtịŕị ̄  

(obsolete) a goat skin bag carried by elders 
a war dance (for heroic burials) 
ruffian(ism) 
a fence of woven reed grass 
rust; (of closed containers) tightly locked due to rust 
dirt 
the front end of a yam tuber 
ear 
(of ropes) resistant to breaking pressure 
childhood; childlike 

j ẹ́já   
ẹ̀jà   
ẹ́jị ́   
ọ̀jà   
ójì 
ójíjí 
òjìjè   
íjèjè   
èjíjè 
ǹjèm̀jé 
íjérè   
ǹjà 

sand; soil 
sacrifice 
hair 
bamboo 
a rattling metal staff (as carried by fierce masquerades) 
a slit in a rubber due to natural wear and tear 
non-stop diarrhea 
fright; anxiety; panic 
one who mimics another 
endless (usually aimless) walk-about 
soldier ants 
(archaic) – clothes; ǹjà n’óbù – blouse; women’s top 

jw éjwù   
ẹ́jwụ̀   
ẹ́jwụ́   
ùjwú   
újwúrū  
ụ́jwụ̀rụ̀  
ájwụ̀jwụ́  
ájwụ́jwụ́  
ọ̀jwụ́gọ̀ 
  

pot sherd 
dizziness 
a load-bearing pad 
full 
African mango 
penury 
question 
(as in írī ājwụ̄jwụ̄) to seek advice 
a poultry disease characterised by a severely unstable movement 

k 
  

ńká  
ọ̀kà  
ǹkò 
ǹkọ̀ 
ńkọ́ 
ǹkùkò 
ńkárịḱá  
ẹ̀kụ̀ 
ọ́kụ̀ 
ọ̀kụ̀  
ọ̀kụ́kọ̀ 
òkùkè  
ákụ́kọ́ 
ákụ́kụ́ 
 

old age 
expert (usually in craftmanship) 
hook-like fruit harvester 
a belch 
(of instruments) – sharp; (of persons) - agile 
a financial loss; general misfortune (virtual entanglement) 
(of cloths) tattered and disused 
wealth 
(archaic) – wealth (now only exists in a name like Ọ́kụ̀nwáànyị)̀ 
clay bowl 
chicken 
creation; (also kwụ́ụ̀kwụ́ụ̀) – epilepsy 
tale/story/narration 
seedlings; crops 
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kp 
  

kpụ́tịḱpụ̄ 
ọ̀kpà   
ụ̀kpá  
ụ́kpàrà  
ụ̀kpàrá 
ụ́kpáchị ̄
òkpùkpù  
ékpè  
èkpúzò  
íkpé 
ìkpé 
ìkpúkpē 
ụ̀kpụ́   
ụ̀kpụ́kpā  
ẹ́kpụ́kpá  
ẹ́kpụ̀   
ẹ́kpụ̀rị ̀  
ẹ̀kpụ̀rị ́  
ẹ̀kpụ́kpụ́  
ákpụ́kpọ́  
ọ́kpụ́kpụ́  
ọ̀kpụ̀kpọ́  
ókpúrúkpú  
ọ́kpụ̀rụ̀kpụ̀  
ọ̀kpụ̀rụ̀kpụ̀ 
ḿkpọ́ké  
m̀kpụ̀kpọ̀ 
ḿkpọ́kọ́rọ́  
íkpùkpò  
m̀kpùkpù  
ḿkpúḿkpú 
ḿkpùrìkpù 
m̀kpụ́rụ̀kpụ́ 
ẹ́kpụ́rịẹ́́kpụ́  
ọ́kpọ́tọ́kpọ́ 
ókpótókpó  
kpúríkpū 
m̀kpà   
ḿkpà  
m̀kpárá 
ọ́kpárá 
òkpòròkò 
ókpòrókō 
ùkpókòrò  
ùkpóò 
ùkpó 
úkpò 
òkpùrúkpò 

(in farm lands) – tiny blood sucking insects that move in swarms 
bambara peas 
a long, oblong basket 
a miser 
grasshopper 
hard-shelled tree calabash 
the rib portion of a sacrificial animal (a preserve of family heads) 
a fortress; a natural wall used as a boundary in terraced farmlands 
thoroughfare; major road 
litigation 
bunched metal bells (associated with some firce masquerades) 
(archaic) - local blades for shaving, before razor was invented 
a rope designed for dragging or tethering liverstock 
African mango seed; dry pods found in divination strings 
scabies 
(med) lump 
throat 
fleas 
the lumpy bits in a badly pounded ụ́tàrà 
leather 
bone 
sleeping stretcher made out of palm fronds 
back of the hand; also a burial cloth 
lump sum; a sizeable amount 
hard shelled palmnut or its unshelled kernel 
rib ache, possibly due to pneumonia 
a scream 
a broken vessel; (derogatory): a nonentity 
scent; aroma 
merchandise basket woven out of spear grass 
hunchback 
short measure; something (but not fabrics) cut to a short size 
(of objects) short and stout (m̀kpụ́rụ̀kpụ́ óshíshí – a short log) 
(of persons) short and small sized 
(of eyeballs) large and protruding 
big 
(also pronounced kpúrúkpū) - jigger 
scissors 
need; necessity; importance 
stick 
first son; any male relative 
a deep gully; a gulf left by ancient gully erosion 
stock fish 
(of seeds/fruits) – rinds; shells; husks 
fishing hook 
agent of doom; one whose action leads to a collective disaster 
(archaic) garment; cloth 
a young woman (okpuru + ukpo) literally: one who has doned a 
garment (which signifies her coming of age) 
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kw 
  

ụ́kwụ́   
ẹ́kwụ́  
ńkwụ́  
ékwú   
ǹkwò   
íkwè 
íkwú 
ǹkwù 
òkwè 
ókwú 
ókwù  
ọ̀kwà 
ọ́kwá 
ọ́kwà 
èkwòm̀  
ẹ́kwụ́kwọ́  
ẹ̀kwụ́kwụ́  
èkwúrèkwú 
ìkwùríìkwù  
kwárịk̀wátā 

leg 
oil palm; palm nut 
oil palm, especially those reserved for wine tapping 
cooking tripod; trivet 
grater; saw 
morta for pounding food or processing palm oil 
family relations 
compost heap (used to serve as household urinal) 
a soft-wooded plant, ideal for amateur carving 
speech; an utterance 
a fallow piece of land after a harvest 
partridge; quail 
wooden bowl 
warning; (collog:) – intimate friend of the opposite sex 
a reliable person 
leaf; book 
knotted grass/leaves placed on a valuable to protect it from theft 
talkative 
fufu made out of flour 
pubic lice 

l 
  

élé    
úlò   
ílú   
ìlù   
ílì   
ẹ́lọ́   
élìlì  
ọ̀lịl̀ịọ̀̀   
élúlú   
ílòlò 
àlú 

antelope 
house 
bitter 
(groping) in the dark 
grave 
afterbirth 
farm melon (ègwúshí when harvested and processed) 
verbal exchanges (usually in a raised voice) 
livestock 
a species of flying termites (usually in the morning after a rain fall) 
pale blue dye (plant extract) used in textiles 

m 
  

àmà  
ámà  
ámá   
àmụ̀mà  
ụ́mà   
ụ̀má   
ụ́mụ̀ 
ụ́mụ̀rịḿụ́  
ọ́mà   
ọ̀mụ́   
ọ́mụ́   
mụ́rụ́mụ́rụ́  
émúmé  
úmé 
ùmé   
èmé 
ọ̀mụ́gọ̀ 

a tip-off; fore-warning 
identification mark (tied, etched or scribbled) on an object 
a festival celebrating the village arena; a prefix for many village names 
lightening 
knife 
a kind of water plant whose leaves are used for wrapping àgìdí 
children 
(a collection of items) – small-sized, in comparison to others 
íbì ọ́mà – to hug/embrace; ílìè ọ́mà – to empathise; show mercy/pity 
fresh, yellow palm leaf 
stone for sharpening knife 
smooth and shiny 
festival; occasion 
breath; (human anatomy) – underbelly, the seat of strength 
a cycle of infant mortality in a woman 
a solution to a problem 
post-natal care (to a mother and child) 
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n 
  

ánụ́   
ánụ́mànụ̀ 
ìnènè  
ọ̀nà 
ọ̀nụ̀nụ̀ óbù  
únú   
ọ́nụ́   
ẹ́nụ́   
ẹ̀nụ̀nụ̀ 
énìnì *  
ànú * 
éné * 
únò * 
  

meat 
animals 
vegetable 
three-leaved yam 
(med) – heart burn 
salt 
mouth 
pumpkin 
bird 
(Ẹḱíìbùtè pronunciation) - farm melon 
(Ẹḱíìbùtè pronunciation) - pale blue dye (as above) 
(Ẹḱíìbùtè pronunciation) - antelope 
(Ẹḱíìbùtè pronunciation) - house 
  
* In Akụ, as in many other parts of Igbo land, there is a phonetic 
phenomenon known as consonant shift, where a certain part of 
town may say Élúgwū, for example, and another says Énúgwū – hill 
top.  It is the same dialectal variations observed between the Ọnịcha 
Igbo and most other Igbo dialects, in words like író/íló – enemy; 
árá/álá – breast/madness; íhé/ífé – something; áhà/áfà – name; 
àlà/ànị ̀– land; àhụ́/àrụ́ – body; ọ̀hà/ọ̀rà – the public, etc. 
  
In Akụ, it is not clear why most parts of Ẹḱíìbùtè and, to some 
extent, (Éjwúọ̀nà) would favour *n+ while a good part of Ẹḱwụ́tàrà 
would favour *l+.  One can only speculate that this may be because 
both Ẹḱíìbùtè and Éjwúọ̀nà are exposed to a greater contact, by 
virtue of their not-too-distant borders, with other communities that 
share similar speech patterns.  This is nothing unusual.  It is an 
established sociological fact that communities, or parts of them, 
which are exposed to the most contact with peoples of other 
cultures tend to exhibit greater evidence of cultural and linguistic 
influences than their internal neighbours. 
  
Note that there is no prescription here for a right or wrong way, as 
long as it does not interfere with how we speak any other 
languages.  For instance, it has been a major linguistic issue among 
school children which has caused many a scuffle at the playground 
(and recently in the social media), as pupils from Ẹḱíìbùtè and 
Éjwúọ̀nà get teased endlessly for struggling with those English 
words that involve the letter L, including common names like Linus, 
Livinus, Luke, Lagos, or phrases like Long life, Large lake, etc., which 
they render as Ninus, Nivinus, Nuke, Nagos, Nong Nife, Narge 
Nake...; or for the seeming inability to distinguish between pairs like 
light and night, line and nine, life and knife, etc. 
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nw 
  

nwá   
ọ́nwá   
ọ̀nwá   
ọ̀nwụ́nwà 
ọ̀nwụ̀nwà  
ọ́nwụ́   
ánwụ́   
ẹ́nwụ́   
ònwó  
ẹ́nwụ́rụ̀  
ụ́nwàrà  
énwò  
ìnwèrè  
ínwòrò 
  

child 
moon 
the other 
this 
temptation 
death 
sunshine 
mosquito; bee 
self 
smoke 
a slip; a slippery surface 
exchange 
murmur 
peeling skin, from a healing wound; (of snakes) discarded slough 

ny 
  

ányàrà 
ànyá   
ẹ́nyá   
ẹ́nyịr̀ụ̀  
ụ̀nyáà 
ụ̀nyàmà  
ànyịǹyà  
ọ́nyà   
ọ́nyá   
ọ̀nyà 
ónyé 
ónyékē 
ónyóònyò 
ònyìnyò  
ényégéré 
nyégè nyégè 

egg plant; garden egg 
sense 
eye 
(of teeth) gum 
yesterday 
commerce; business 
horse 
trap 
sore 
(usually mutual) invitation to a feast 
person 
(onye + oke) – male; man 
(onye + onyo) – female; woman 
shadow 
a buffoon 
acting as though with no sense of direction 

o 
  

ókpókóró  
óbókóró  
òkpókó  
òdòdó 
ókó 
ókè 
òké 
òkè  
ótò 
ótòkóló  
òtòbò  
óbódóbó  
óhóbóró  
òjóngō  
òrògbò  
ògbóòró  

(also pronounced òkpòkóró) - empty metal container/vessel 
any metal container of oil (but less than a tin or drum) 
a ball of fufu; crowned crane (bird) 
flower (generic) 
pod 
boundary 
rat 
a share (in something collectively owned) 
hole, especially on a tree 
of or like a hole; a dent/depression 
village arena 
(of paper, elephant’s ears) large and wide 
(of nostrils) extra wide 
glass bottle 
flute (made out of a reed) 
(of fowls) not fully grown 
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ọ 
  

ọ̀gọ̀rọ̀  
ọ́gọ̄rọ̄  
ọ́sọ́  
ọ́dọ̀   
ọ́gọ̀   
ọ̀tọ́   
ọ́tọ́   
ọ́kọ́   
ọ̀họ́   

stale palmwine 
hoe 
race 
(of babies) sitting by themselves unaided 
in-law(s) 
nakedness 
erect; standing on one’s feet 
an itch 
prayer; justice; a plant known to produce the symbol of justice 

p 
  

àpà   
m̀pù  
òpù 
m̀pé   
ápụ̀pà  
ẹ̀pụ̀pẹ̀  
m̀pèrètè 
úpérétē 

scar 
horn 
trumpet 
shortness; smallness; insufficiency (in size/quantity) 
infant stomach swelling 
a tray woven out of spear grass (used as a winnowing fan) 
 (of domestic cocks) – coquettish display of the wings 
a raffia hand-held fan (àkùpè) 

r 
  

rịt́à rịt́à 
árụ̄  
ụ́rá   
ńrọ́ 
ụ́rọ́   
érò 
ẹ̀rị ̀
érúé 
íré 
ìrè   
ùré   
ǹrụ̀rụ̀   
ùrírì 
ùrírí 
òrírí 
òrùrù 

long long ago 
crime; offence 
sleep 
dream 
clay 
(ịḱpā ērò) – have a deliberation; (ịt́ụ̄ ērò) –  to suggest a solution 
a go-between, especially in a marriage contract 
mushroom 
tongue 
potency 
decay 
(farming) - yam stake 
ground squirrel 
stem borers (pest larvae that eat their way through plant stems) 
feast 
entitlements, often determined according to age 

s 
  

ụ̀sọ́  
ísù  
ńsọ́   
ọ̀sá   
ụ̀sà   
ẹ̀sọ̀rị ̀
ósè 
ùsòrò 
ǹsùsò 
ịs̀àrà 
úsè 
Ùsè 
ùsérékwū 

sweet taste 
odour 
taboo; sacred; sacrilege 
tree squirrel 
child who cannot control his craving for somebody else’s food 
pleasure; enjoyment; amusement; high spirit 
pepper 
procedure; method; process; pattern; an order 
refers to a child who insists on following a parent everywhere 
a fence woven out of reed grass  
a shallow incision, esp for the application of herbal medicine  
one of the 13 villages of Akụ 
fire place in kitchen (consists of tripod/ trivet; fire/wood and ashes) 
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sh 
  

íshí  
ìshì 
ónyíìshì  
óshī   
òshè 
óshíẹrị  
ẹ̀shị ́   
éshìshì  
shíshì 
ẹ́shà 
ẹ́shá   
ẹ́shàrà  
ọ̀shịśhọ̀rọ́ọ̀ 
èshè 
éshèm̀  
ẹ̀shịśhá  
ụ́shà 
ụ́shàkụ̀bà 

head 
blindness; also, a big round basket 
family head 
thief; theft 
convulsion 
witness 
body 
skin tag; mole 
six pence (in colonial currency) – a measure of affluence 
weaver bird(s) 
physical strength; resilience; elasticity 
sticky, stretchy slime 
humidity; heat wave 
enquiry (ịj́wụ̄ èshè – to consult a diviner; ask for direction, etc) 
hard work; toil; labour 
bits of meat claimed by a butcher as his entitlement for his efforts 
music rattles, usually with a web of beads around a gourd bottle 
well to do, especially in giving larvish entertainments 
 

shw áshwá 
áshwánwá 
àshwáḿkpà 
áshwụ̀shwụ̀ 
 
éshwú     
éshwè     
èshwè  
èshwùshwè   
ẹ́shwụ́shwá    
ọ́shwụ́shwá 
ọ̀shwụ̀shwàrà 
ìshwùgbúríìshwù 
ụ̀shwọ́     
ụ̀shwọ́nwá     
nwáọ̀shwá  
ùshwè   
ụ́shwàrà  
úshwètè 
úshwùrù 
ọ̀shwụ̀     
íshwù   
ẹ́shwàgụ́shwá  
ìshwéré  
éshwégbúrú  
Shwùjíọ́kụ̄ 
  

market 
(archaic) – two days ago – (nwáné ụ̀nyáà) 
cowry shells (used as monetary currency in pre-colonial times) 
(archaic) – a ball of wet dead matter scooped from the base of a 
banana plant, squeezed dry and used as a cork (for water/oil) 
cow 
time wasting 
kind of fish 
noon 
weed 
forest 
food mixer (wooden device with two ears for turning and mixing) 
(Akụ mythology) - a limbless, shapeless creature 
now 
right now 
right now 
width; width-wize 
a ruffling noise; a slight movement indicating a presence 
(also óbùrú ùshwè) of an event (occuring not at its usual time) 
a long winding mark/print (such as made by a snake or a tyre) 
whistle 
because of; (euphemism) – adultary 
restless - (ẹ̀shị ́ẹ́shwàgụ́shwá); irritating (ẹ́shwàgụ́shwá òmùmè) 
a fruit that dropped off its parent tree prematurely 
(derogatory) a person of a short and rounded stature 
Akụ god of agriculture and productivity – known and celebrated in 
other parts of Igbo land as Njọkụ; Ahanjọkụ; Ifejiọkụ, etc. 
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t 
  

úté   
ńtụ́ 
ụ̀tụ́   
àtịt̀ị ̀   
ńtá   
ńtà   
ńtị ̀
ẹ̀tà   
ètítì   
ǹtụ̀tụ̀rụ̀  

mat 
ash 
monetary dues/levy; (insect) - weavil 
dirt 
hunting 
younger/youngest person;  least share 
ear 
a verbal description giving direction to an unfamiliar place 
middle 
yarn spindle (for spinning threads out of cotton wools) 

tf ụ̀tfụ̀tfụ̀  
ọ̀tfụ́tfụ́rụ́ụ̄  
étfútfé  
ótfùtfù 
ẹ́tfụ́   
étfú   
étfé   
ùtfé   
átfụ́   
ǹtfụ́   
ọ́tfà   
ótfó   

morning 
youthful exuberance 
(med) - boil 
(med) - blister 
toothbrush; chewing stick 
millipide 
glue; gum 
growth 
buffalo 
stammer 
sigh 
witch; wizzard 

u 
  

úgwú  
úgwù 
ùgwù  
úchwú  
úrù  
ùbù   
úkwù 
ùkwù  
úrùkpù  

hill; mountain; high land 
half full 
dignity/respect 
wealth; zeal 
gain/profit 
jinx 
waist 
bundle 
cloud 

ụ 
  

ẹ́rụ́gwụ́rụ́ 
ụ́gụ̀rụ̀  
ụ̀rụ́   
ụ̀rụ̀gụ̀rụ̀ 
ụ̀hwụ́  
ụ́hwụ́   

soft, broomlike grass used as thatch (ìrùrùè – when in the field) 
harmattan 
antidote 
a sudden uproar (such as when a person dies)  
noise carried by wind from a distant place 
peppery pain 

v 
  

èvù 
ẹ́vụ́   
ívú   
ívù   
ḿvọ́   
m̀vọ́   
ụ́vụ̀   
ụ̀vụ́   
ẹ̀vụ̀vụ̀  
ẹ̀vụ́vụ̀ 
  

wasp 
pus 
load 
obessity 
finger nail/toe nail 
(see also ǹhá) - comb 
plentiful 
a group scramble for something 
rashes 
fibrous waste product from palm oil processing (used as fuel) 
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w 
  

áwọ́   
ọ̀wàlị ̀  
ụ̀wà 
ụ̀wá   
ẹ́wọ́   
ẹ́wọ̀   
ẹ̀wụ́   
òwú 
ówùbè  
íwé   
íwéré   
íwèrè 
ẹ́wá   
ụ́wọ̀   
ẹ̀wọ̀rọ̀  
ọ́wá   
ọ́wárá  
ḿwéyí  
m̀wèm̀wè  

a species of alligator 
another species of alligator 
world 
(animal parts) - the limbs 
grey hair 
toad 
(of plants) foliage 
cotton wool 
mistletoe 
anger 
the reason for an action 
(see also ínwòrò) - peeling skin; snake’s slough   
(of crops) - preserved for future planting season 
trick 
loose skin due to emaciation (especially around the neck) 
elephant grass 
channel; path 
clothes; garment 
a jog; a slow paced run 

y 
  

áyá 
ẹ̀yà   
íyí   
íyì   
ọ̀yị ̀   
ọ̀yị ́
óyī  
óyìmà  
ụ̀yọ̀   
ụ̀yá   
àyárá   
ẹ̀yáká  
úyérē  
yágbò yágbò 
ọ̀yágbògbò 
ọ̀yàgbùrù 

war 
a disease usually associated with itchy, swollen feet 
river, stream, spring 
wastage 
friend; lover 
pleasant; good 
cold 
ghost; a ghostly figure 
joy; happiness 
famine; lean period in food production 
disorder 
non-cohesive; scattered 
a yawn 
(of behaviour) aimless and directionless 
one with no sense of direction 
a complete negative transformation in personal appearance 

z 
  

úzò   
ózú   
èzú   
ẹ̀zụ́zà  
ǹzúzó  
ọ́zọ́   
ọ̀zọ́   
ọ́zụ̀   
ụ̀zụ̀   
ẹ̀zá   
ụ́zụ́zá  
àzáámīī  

way; path; door-way 
message  - (spelling not to be confused with ódvú – corpse) 
outdoors; menses 
broom 
secrecy 
a title 
another 
anthill 
large scale noise - (such as from an open market session) 
forgetfulness; memory loss 
piper (a herb) 
a species of cowpea 
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zh 
  

ézhé   
ézhè   
úzhé   
ézhíókwū  
ézhígbō 
Ézhèyìrù 
Ézhèchítóòkè * 
  
  

tooth; teeth 
king 
sneeze 
truth 
(also ézhígbōdō) – genuine 
(Ezeoyiri; Ezoyiri) – One with a stark resemblance to a progenitor 
(also Ézhèchíkwúòkè)* - Akụ concept of a Supreme Deity 
  
* There has been a recent debate on social media as to which of 
these two spellings is the right one.  Well, both are alternative ways 
of referring to the same concept as we now know it, the God of 
creation.  What we do not wish to do is dictate how people should 
speak.  Instead, we should always strive to bear witness to whatever 
form we have inherited from our forebears, as languages are known 
to change with the passage of time. 
  
Having said that, it is possible that Ézhèchíkwúòkè was the original 
form, as we are able to account for its morphology by breaking it 
down into its component parts (Ézhè – king; chíúkwú – high god; 
òkè – of creation).  With Ézhèchítóòkè, on the other hand, we 
struggle to find such a neat division that makes perfect sense (Ézhè 
– king; chí – god; tó –?? ; òkè – of creation).  It would  appear 
therefore that Ézhèchítóòkè is no more than a corruption that 
intruded into the speech habits of the people and then gained 
currency with the passage of time.  But it is still nonetheless quite 
legitimate in our time. 

zhw Ézhwūgwu 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Ézhwùgwúókē 
Ézhwúkwùókē 
Ézhwúkwùgwókē
  
  

(Ezugwu) – Etymology: Ezhe+ugwu – Lord of the hills – a popular 
Akụ family name which may have had its origins as a praise title in 
the long distant past when men proved their manhood in terraced 
agriculture on the hills.... the conqueror of the hills!  I resist the 
temptation to interpret it as the King of the hills, except it be in the 
same sense as above, as Monarchy is not known to have been a 
common feature of our socio-political life. 
  
(Ezugwoke) 
(Ezukwuoke) 
(Ezukwugwoke) 
  
These are also Akụ family names, albeit not as popular.  It is not 
exactly clear how these came about.  However, I imagine that they 
may have been regarded as higher forms of the same praise 
appelation, Ézhwūgwu, given the suffix, óké – “super”, signifying 
our obsession with the alpha male. 
  
Consider these: 
  
Ézhwùgwúókē (Ezhe+ugwu+oke) – Lord of the hills for Supermen 
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Úgwókē (Ugwu+oke) – A hill for Supermen, as opposed to Úgwúùnyè – 
A hill for “women” – which may not have existed in any real sense, but 
would have been a derogatory way of getting at those kind of men who 
were not as manly and resourceful as the society expected them to be. 
  
Or perhaps it was just a simple expression of the dualism in Igbo 
existential reality, the idea that nothing is ever created to stand alone, or 
that everything must have its opposite existence: úgwú nẹ̀ ògwùgwù 
(hills and valleys); ìhè nẹ̀ ọ̀chịćhịŕịị́ ̄ - (light and darkness); ónyékē nẹ̀ 
ónyéònyò (man and woman); máá nẹ̀ mádvụ̀ – (man and spirit); ógó nẹ̀ 
ùkè – (spiritual gangs with earthly counterparts); ọ́nwụ́ nẹ̀ ńdvụ̀ – life 
and death, etc. 
  
Vocabulary: Úgwókē nẹ̀ Úgwúùnyè = Òlólō Dìdìgbó 
(Meaning: All and Sundry) 
  
Proverb: Iyi erigwo obele rigwo Ezhwugwoke – The stream swallowed 
Ezhwugwoke and swallowed his water gourd too. 
(Meaning: The loss was total in its extremities) – Think of this as the 
expression of the kind of devastation from which there was no 
consolation, such as a badly lost armed conflict. 
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